
HIGH PERFORMANCE
Designed between Australia and Austria and loaded with innovative 
tech,  our high performance, stylish gear is made to suit weather 
conditions from The Alps to Australia.

POCKET UP
Built for wet conditions, our pockets and zips keep your valuables safe 
and organised on the slopes. Our jackets even have an easy-to-reach 
ski lift pass pocket in the sleeve.

NIFTY SKIRTS AND CUFFS
These stop snow and chilly air from entering jackets and pants via the 
jacket hem and pant leg. Our anti-slip tape also prevents garments 
from riding up.

DUPONT™ SORONA® WADDING
This powerful, renewably-sourced fibre keeps our Crane® Snow 
outer garments insulated, breathable, moisture resistant and 
heat retentive in freezing conditions.

JUST BREATHE
You won’t be working up a sweat with our breathable gear. For maximum 
comfort, we’ve added breathable mesh vents to enable airflow to the underarm 
and inside leg without letting in chilly air (selected styles).

KEEP OUT THE WET
Stay dry by choosing gear with a waterproof rating that fits your needs. 
The higher the rating, the longer it will hold up in rain and snow.
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Crane® Snow Premium is ALDI’s top of the range 
premium ski apparel, suitable for all seasons.  
Alpinists and hardcore users can benefit most 
from the superior functionality of the garments 
and accessories in this exclusive range. 

Crane® Snow Extreme apparel is a range of specialist snow 
wear garments, ideal for adults and kids who require 
exceptional value and quality ski or snowboarding products. 
Casual as well as serious users will benefit from the high 
functionality of these garments.


